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OTOfOrM® A SOfTX BOOST
Our popular impression material Otoform® A softX is now even faster. The curing process in 
the ear only takes 90 seconds, clearly indicated by a color shift from green to neon yellow.

+   BOOST: Instead of 180 only 90 seconds curing time

+   SAFE: Color change from green to neon yellow shows,  
that the material has cured

+   PERFECT: For especially deep ear impressions,  
ITE, CIC and IIC

+   KID FRIENDLY: Due to the short time in the ear 
suitable for children and sensitive ear tissue 

+   EASY TO USE: Very good flow characteristics,  
easy to apply and absolutely thixotropic

+   COMFORTABLE: Removing the impression  
from the ear is simple and smooth

 BOOST 
YOur

IMPreSSION
Conventional impression material 
180 seconds curing time

Otoform® A softX boost 
90 seconds curing time



uLTIMATeLY
reLIABLe IN ALL CONdITIONS

THe eArMOLd 
Individualized hearing aid fittings with customized 
earmolds allow you to exploit the full potential of the 
hearing system technology.

+   Perfect hold and fit in the ear

+   Volume or gain deviations are absorbed and 
acoustic feedback is avoided

+   Ultimate hearing result and optimal use of  
hearing system features thanks to best sealing

+   New colors for hard earmolds



CerTIfIed QuALITY
Our DLO® portfolio offers hearing protection for a wide 
range of applications, e.g. at work, for music lovers or 
frequent flyers. The filter systems reliably attenuate dis-
turbing or harmful noise to a non-critical level. The noise 
protection effect has been proofed in a type examination 
by an independent testing laboratory and the products 
are approved as PPE.

+   Customized 3D printed earmolds with 100 %  
geometric matching for a perfect fit in the ear

+   Pleasant noise attenuation

+   Speech intelligibility is maintained

+   Easy insertion and removal

+   Filters with linear and non-linear attenuation  
for various customer demands

+   Wide range of colors in three construction designs

SAfe
INdIvIduAL PrOTeCTION



dCO® COMfOrTNIGHT
To meet the high demand, we are now offering additional designs for our DCO® ComfortNight  
earmolds. For a quiet, restful sleep thanks to a perfect fit and maximum wearing comfort.

+   Ideal sealing

+   Easy to insert and remove

+   Attenuation of ambient noise

+   Perception of e.g. an alarm clock or smoke detector remains

+   Great color styles

+   Easy to clean with OtoVita®

+   24/7 online ordering with smartorder.dreve.de

Concha style with 
handle, compact

Concha style,
compact

A dreAM
New STYLeS



+   Maximum sound experience

+   Ideal sealing thanks to customized fit

+   Easy to insert and remove

+   Great color styles

+   Easy to clean with OtoVita®

+   24/7 online ordering with  
smartorder.dreve.de

dCO® SOuNdSTYLe
With DCO® SoundStyle earmolds, you 
transform your customers‘ standard ear-
phones into something special: With our 
customized plugs the earphones suit per-
fectly and securely in the ear. Sounds great: 
Thanks to our large database, we can offer  
SoundStyle earmolds for more than 300 
different systems available on the market. 
You just order online and there is no need 
to send the earphones together with the 
impressions by mail. 

SPeCIAL
YOur SOuNd – YOur STYLe



dIG TAL
TIMe fLIeS rAPIdLY

+   Premium 3D print materials FotoTec® and FotoCast®

+   High definition production

+   Validated digital workflow

+   Perfect surface quality of earmolds and shells

+   Great color styles



20 YeArS Of 3d PrINT
Since the early 2000s, 3D printing has developed remarkably. Once, it started as a futuristic 
technology and now has transformed to a revolutionary force in the manufacturing industry 
in general, but also particularly in our sector of the hearing aid industry. 

Dreve was among the pioneers and established CAD/CAM technologies early in its own 
manufacturing processes, creating many new products and innovations. Now we can look 
back on two decades of experience and present latest developments in LCD printing today. 
With the launch of the red Phrozen Sonic XL 4K – Qualified by Dreve, we are offering an 
easy and affordable access to the 3D printing world. With our great experience and unique 
understanding of service, we guide you through the entire digital workflow.



OTOferM® CreMe
Increases wearing comfort and is used for better acceptance and additional sealing of the 
earmold.

+  New, improved formulation with aloe vera

+  Easy application

+  Very fresh: clear transparent gel

+  Pleasant scent with a touch of chamomile

+  Coming soon: Hygienic dispenser for 
pumping and convenient dosing

A CLASSIC
wITH New fOrMuLATION



red LOGO, GreeN IdeAS
It is quite natural that Dreve quality products and services 
of course take the matter of sustainability into account. It 
continuously influences the optimization and development 
of our technologies, processes, packaging and innovations.

We have already made significant progress in implement-
ing green strategies. However, we see sustainability as an 
ongoing process and remain committed to protecting our 
environment and shaping a more sustainable future.

Our actions:

+   Reducing waste by eliminating unnecessary plastic 
packaging and replacing it with recyclable paper 
packaging

+   Photovoltaic system: Efficient use of solar energy  
and CO2 reduction

+   Electromobility: Continuous conversion of our  
company cars and provision of charging stations

+   Regional suppliers: Collaboration with local suppliers 
for short distances and lower environmental impact

+   Sustainable & organic economic growth: Pursuit of  
an ecological and social growth model with long-term 
strategies

SuSTAINABLe
we MAKe THe CHANGe



Dreve Otoplastik GmbH
Max-Planck-Straße 31 • 59423 Unna/Germany
Phone +49 2303 8807-0 • Fax +49 2303 82909
otoplastik@dreve.de • www.dreve.com
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